INTRODUCTION
In Moran v. Burbine, I the United States Supreme Court refused to expand the scope of what constitutes a knowing and intelligent waiver of an accused's fifth amendment 2 right to remain silent and right to the presence of counsel as originally prescribed in Miranda v. Arizona. 3 In Moran, the Court held that the United States Court of Appeals for the First Circuit misconstrued the fifth amendment and that under the dictates of Miranda the "respondent validly waived his right to remain silent and to the presence of counsel." 4 The validity of the respondent's waiver was upheld even though the police misinformed his attorney concerning interrogation of the respondent and neglected to inform the respondent of his attorney's request to meet with him. 5 In short, the Moran Court sought to avoid obscuring Miranda's "bright line" test 6 by refusing to apply a fact-based analysis. 7 Reasoning that the waiver of one's constitutional rights is an individual's choice, the Moran Court held that an attorney's request to see the defendant does not affect the validity of the defendant's waiver of the right to counsel. 8 This Note examines the Moran opin-1 106 S. Ct. 1135 (1986).
2 The fifth amendment to the Constitution provides in part that no person shall "be compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against himself." U.S. CONST. amend V.
3 384 U.S. 436 (1966). The Miranda Court held, in part, that the fifth amendment of the Constitution of the United States "serves to protect persons in all settings in which their freedom of action is curtailed in any significant way from being compelled to incriminate themselves." Id. at 467.
4 Moran, 106 S. Ct. at 1141. 5 Id. 6 The "bright line" test refers to the Miranda decision which imposed a set of rules upon every police officer seeking to interrogate a person suspected of a crime who is in custody or whose freedom has been infringed upon. See Miranda, 384 U.S. at 467-70.
7 A fact based analysis examines the totality of the circumstances surrounding the interrogation in order to determine whether the confession was coerced or the result of the suspect's free will. See C. MCCORMICK, MCCORMICK ON EVIDENCE 384 (3d ed. 1984).
8 Moran, 106 S. Ct. at 1141.
ions and concludes that the Court's decision adheres to the basic underpinnings of Miranda mandating exclusion of a suspect's confession absent the requisite warnings. This Note will argue, however, that the Moran court failed in its effort to maintain the "balance" between the individual's rights and the government's rights under Miranda. The Moran Court, by allowing deliberate deception of an accused's attorney by the police has shifted the "balance" of Miranda in favor of the police and against the accused. This Note concludes that such a shift will unduly add compelling pressures upon suspects to confess in custodial interrogation in violation of constitutional traditions.
II. HISTORY
Prior to 1966, the Supreme Court became increasingly disenchanted with the use of the voluntariness test in determining the validity of a suspect's confession. 9 The voluntariness test is a subjective analysis of all the circumstances under which police obtain incriminating statements to determine whether the statements are uncoerced and the result of the suspect's free will. 1 0 In Miranda, the Court expressed its exasperation with the voluntariness test and relieved the courts from considering the totality of circumstances under which confessions were procured. 1 The Miranda Court declared that custodial interrogation by the 9 The common law requirement that a suspect's confession must be voluntary and not the result of compulsion was first adopted by the Supreme Court in Hopt v. Utah, 110 U.S. 574 (1884). In Hopt the Court explained that a confession must be held inadmissible when the confession appears to have been made either in consequence of inducements of a temporal nature, held out by one in authority, touching the charge preferred, or because of a threat or promise by or in the presence of such person, which, operating upon the fears or hopes of the accused, in reference to the charge, deprives him of that freedom of will or self-control essential to make his confession voluntary within the meaning of the law. Id. at 585. 
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[Vol. 77 police was inherently coercive and that statements elicited from an accused without a set of prescribed warnings would be inadmissible. 12 In its decision, the Court relied on the fifth amendment's assertion that a person is protected from being compelled to be a witness against himself.' 3 Given the Miranda Court's presumption of compulsion, the prosecution must prove that a suspect "knowingly and intelligently"' 14 waived his Miranda rights before the suspect's confession will be admitted into evidence. 15 Miranda, 384 U.S. at 475, 479. The Court asserted that the prosecution faced a "heavy burden" in proving an effective waiver of a suspect's fifth amendment right against self-incrimination. Id. at 475.
16 Ms. Hickey died three weeks after being found in a factory parking lot in Providence Rhode Island with severe injuries to her skull. Moran, 106 S. Ct. at 1138.
17 Id. Shortly before the arrest, a confidential informant had informed Detective Ferranti, a member of the Cranston Police, that the man who murdered Ms. Hickey resided at a certain address and answered to the name of "Butch." Id. After arresting Burbine, Detective Ferranti discovered that Burbine lived at the designated address. Id.
18 Id. In dissent, Justice Stevens noted that the three suspects were placed in separate rooms for questioning. Id. at 1154 (Stevens, J., dissenting). 19 Id. at 1138. Justice Stevens stated that after discovering evidence incriminating Burbine in Hickey's death, Ferranti returned to Burbine's room at 4:30 and asked him "'if there was anybody that he knew by the name of Butch on the street, and he said he was the only Butch.'" Id. at 1154 (Stevens,J., dissenting) (quoting State v. Burbine, 451 A.2d 22, 23 (R.I. 1982)). After a brief period of questioning, Justice Stevens added that dence for the express purpose of interrogating Burbine about the murder of Ms. Hickey. 20 While these events unfolded, Burbine's sister called the Public Defenders Office to seek legal assistance for her brother. 21 At the time of her call, Burbine's sister was concerned solely with the breaking and entering charge because she was unaware that Burbine was a murder suspect. 2 2 She requested to speak with Richard Casparian, who had been scheduled, earlier that afternoon, to discuss with Burbine another unrelated criminal matter. 23 The attorney who took the call was unable to reach Casparian. 24 Another public defender assistant, Allegra Munson, was informed of Burbine's situation and of his sister's request that the office represent him. Burbine never received information of his sister's effort to retain counsel or Munson's conversation with the Police department. 28 At approximately 9:00 p.m., Burbine was brought into the interrogation room where five officers were present and the first of a Burbine attorney.' ",42 In accordance with these findings, the trial court denied Burbine's motion to surpress, holding that "the constitutional right to request the presence of an attorney belongs solely to the defendant and may not be asserted by his lawyer." '4 3 The trial court reasoned that because Burbine never requested the services of an attorney, Munson's telephone call had no relevancy to the validity of Burbine's waiver. 44 Burbine was subsequently convicted of first degree murder and he appealed to the Supreme Court of Rhode Island. 4 5 A divided court affirmed the lower court's decision and rejected Burbine's argument that the fifth and fourteenth amendments necessitated the suppression of the inculpatory statements. 46 In support of its conclusion, the Supreme Court of Rhode Island stated: "It hardly seems conceivable that the additional information that an attorney whom [Burbine] did not know had called the police station would have added significantly to the quantum of information necessary for the accused to make an informed decision as to waiver." 4 7 Irrespective of the value this information may have had to Burbine, the court held that "the principles of Miranda place the assertion of the right to remain silent and the right to counsel upon the accused, and not upon benign third parties...." 48 In addition, the court affirmed the trial court's finding that the record did not indicate conspiracy or collusion because the two different police departments were operating in the Cranston station at the time of Munson's phone call. 4 9 After the United States District Court of Rhode Island denied Burbine's writ of habeas corpus, 50 Burbine filed an appeal to the United States Court of Appeals for the First Circuit. 5 1 The appeal alleged that his fifth, sixth and fourteenth amendment rights were violated. 52 The court of appeals did not reach Burbine's sixth and fourteenth amendment claims. The appellate court, however, reversed the district court's denial of the petition for the writ of habeas corpus on two grounds. 5 3 The appellate court stated that the police's failure to tell Burbine that an attorney had called offer- 49 Id. at 29 n.5. 50 Id. ing assistance, along with the misleading advice given to the attorney, "vitiates any claim that a waiver of counsel was knowing and voluntary" and violated Burbine's fifth amendment right to counsel and his privilege against self-incrimination. 5 4 The court of appeals concluded that the record revealed that it was Burbine, and not the police, who spontaneously initiated the conversation that led to the first and most damaging confession. 55 The court of appeals also found that the record supported a finding that the police's refusal to tell Burbine of Munson's call was "deliberate or reckless irresponsibility." 5 6 The United States Supreme Court granted certiorari 5 7 "to decide whether a pre-arraignment confession preceded by an otherwise valid waiver must be suppressed either because the police misinformed an inquiring attorney about their plans concerning the suspect or because they failed to inform the suspect of the attorney's efforts to reach him." 58 IV.
SUPREME COURT OPINIONS
A.
MAJORITY OPINION
In Moran v. Burbine, 5 9 a divided United States Supreme Court reversed the appellate court holding that the court of appeals erred in concluding that Burbine's fifth amendment rights had been violated. 60 Justice O'Connor delivered the majority opinion. She stressed that the constitutional right to request an attorney lies exclusively with the defendant 6 ' and added that the right to counsel should not be asserted by an attorney whose presence was never requested by the suspect. 6 2 Justice O'Connor relied heavily on her interpretation of the underpinnings of Miranda. 63 She reasoned, furthermore, that the facts of Moran did not warrant an expansion of police duties to include advising a suspect of an attorney's communication, thereby blemishing the clarity of Miranda.
64
Justice O'Connor began by briefly examining how Miranda protects an individual's fifth amendment rights. 6 The standard for determining the validity of a waiver, asserted Justice O'Connor; was first stated in Johnson v. Zerbst 69 and later adopted in Miranda. 70 This standard incorporates the proposition that a " 'defendant may waive effectuation' of the rights conveyed in the warnings 'provided the waiver is made voluntarily, knowingly and intelligently.' "71 Justice O'Connor stated that only if this standard is met given the " 'totality of the circumstances surrounding the interrogation'" may a court properly conclude that the waiver was valid. 72 The record, according to Justice O'Connor, clearly revealed the validity of Burbine's waiver of his rights to remain silent and of the presence of counsel.
73
Justice O'Connor agreed with the court of appeals' finding that the waiver was voluntary. 7 4 She rejected, however, the court of appeals' conclusion that the failure of the police to inform Burbine of 68 Id. at 1141. 69 304 U.S. 458, 464, (1938)(waiver must be intelligent, and whether there was such a waiver must depend upon the particular facts and circumstances, including background, experience, and conduct of the accused). 70 Moran, 106 S. Ct. at 1141. 71 Id. at 1141 (citation omitted). Justice O'Connor added that the inquiry as to the validity of a waiver requires an examination of two factors:
First the relinquishment of the right must have been voluntary in the sense that it was the product of a free and deliberate choice rather than intimidation, coercion or deception. Second, the waiver must have been made with a full awareness both of the nature of the right being abandoned and the consequences of the decision to abandon it. Munson's phone call was "deliberate or reckless" conduct which would invalidate an otherwise proper waiver. 7 5 In support of the majority's reversal, Justice O'Connor reasoned that "[e]vents occurring outside of the presence of the suspect and entirely unknown to him surely can have no bearing on the capacity to comprehend and knowingly relinquish a constitutional right." 76 While conceding that it may be true that information that a lawyer had contacted the police may have affected Burbine's decision to confess, Justice O'Connor stated that the Court has "never read the Constitution to require that the police supply a suspect with a flow of information to help him calibrate his self interest in deciding whether to speak or stand by his rights." '7 7 The proper analysis, according to Justice O'Connor, is that
Id. (citation omitted
[o]nce it is determined that a suspect's decision not to rely on his rights was uncoerced, that he at all times knew he could stand mute and request a lawyer, and that he was aware of the state's intention to use his statements to secure a conviction, the analysis is complete and the waiver is valid as a matter of law.
78
Justice O'Connor also rejected the court of appeals' conclusion that the failure of the police to inform Burbine of the attorney's telephone call rose to a level of culpability that should have affected whether a waiver of Burbine's Miranda rights was properly obtained. 7 aware of the incident." ' 80 Justice O'Connor added that absent conspiracy or collusion, the failure of the police to inform Burbine of the phone call from his attorney, while objectionable as a matter of ethics, has no relevancy to the constitutional validity of a waiver unless "it deprives a defendant of knowledge essential to his ability to understand the nature of his rights and the consequences of abandoning them." 8 ' Justice O'Connor asserted that Burbine comprehended all of the information the police were required to convey under the dictates of Miranda.
2
Justice O'Connor then rejected Burbine's argument that the conduct of the Providence Police was so adverse to the fifth amendment underpinnings of Miranda that the conviction should be reversed so as to condemn the police's behavior. 83 Justice O'Connor stated that Burbine's contention "ignores the underlying purpose of the Miranda rules," because Miranda already "strikes the proper balance between society's legitimate law enforcement interests and the protection of the defendant's Fifth Amendment rights." 8 4 Justice O'Connor asserted, in addition, that interpreting Miranda as forbidding police deception of a lawyer" 'would cut [the decision] completely loose from its own explicitly stated rationale.' "85 The purpose of Miranda warnings, Justice O'Connor argued, is to dissipate the compulsion inherent in custodial interrogation and, in so doing, guard against abridgement of the suspect's Fifth Amendment rights. Clearly, a rule that focuses on how the police treat an attorney-conduct that has no relevance at all-to the degree of compulsion experienced by the defendant during interrogation-would ignore both Miranda's mission and its only source of legitimacy. 8 6
Justice O'Connor next stressed the clarity and ease of applying the Miranda standard. 8 7 If police are required to inform a suspect of 80 
the compulsion suspects confront in custodial interrogations. 8 8 A limitless panoply of questions would arise, Justice O'Connor continued, when a court examines the validity of a suspect's waiver. 8 9 Furthermore, the police would have difficulty knowing how to conduct a custodial interrogation. 90 Such a "Pandora's box," according to Justice O'Connor, should be avoided. 91 Justice O'Connor concluded that while an individual may benefit if the police inform him of an attorney's attempt to contact him, such a benefit would be minimal. 9 2 Justice O'Connor reasoned that the benefit was outweighed by the possible shift in the balance Miranda sought between effective law enforcement and an individual's ability to overcome the inherently coercive atmosphere of an interrogation. 9 3 Miranda, Justice O'Connor added, requires that a suspect fully comprehend his rights to remain silent and his rights to an attorney. 94 Justice O'Connor stressed that demanding the police to inform a suspect of an attorney's inquiry puts an unwarranted "handicap" on the police in their investigatory efforts. 95 Acknowledging that her reluctance to expand Miranda was con- Justice O'Connor reasoned that "Miranda attempted to reconcile these opposing concerns by giving the defendant the power to exert some control over the course of the interrogation. Declining to adopt the more extreme position that the actual presence of a lawyer was necessary to dispel the coercion inherent in custodial interrogation .
Id. (emphasis original). 94 Moran, 106 S. Ct. at 1144. 95 Id. trary to other authorities, 96 Justice O'Connor asserted that "our interpretive duties go well beyond deferring to the numerical preponderance of lower court decisions or to the subconstitutional recommendations of even so esteemed a body as the American Bar Association." 9 7 In addition, Justice O'Connor qualified her holding, stating that "[n]othing we say today disables the States from adopting different requirements for the conduct of its employees and officials as a matter of state law." 9 8
Following her discussion of Burbine's fifth amendment argument, Justice O'Connor addressed Burbine's sixth amendment contentions concerning exclusion of his three confessions. 99 Justice O'Connor conceded that, absent a waiver, a suspect has a sixth amendment right to counsel after being formally charged' 0 0 and that the police may not obstruct the efforts of a suspect's attorney to act as a "medium" between the state and the suspect.' 0 guarantee against self-incrimination case.
10 5
Justice O'Connor criticized Burbine's understanding of the sixth amendment. 0 6 According to Justice O'Connor, the sixth amendment does not wrap "a protective cloak around the attorneyclient relationship." 10 7 In addition, Justice O'Connor concluded that "it makes little sense to say that the Sixth Amendment right to counsel attaches at different times depending on the fortuity of whether the suspect or his family happens to have retained counsel prior to interrogation."' ' 08 Justice O'Connor asserted that the purpose of the sixth amendment "is to assure that in any 'criminal prosecutio[n],' the accused shall not be left to his own devices in facing the 'prosecutorial forces of organized society.' "109
Justice O'Connor then reasserted "that the Sixth Amendment right to counsel does not attach until after the initiation of formal charges." 110 Thus, Justice O'Connor reasoned that despite the fact that the presence of counsel would help a suspect during interrogation or other "critical" stages before formal judicial proceedings,"' the interrogation, standing alone, does not invoke a constitutional right to counsel. He carefully outlined the facts of the case and concluded that Burbine's waiver of his constitutional rights was invalid. In addition, he attacked the majority's assumption that affirming the appellate court's decision would blur the clarity of Miranda.
Justice Stevens first chastised the majority's departure from the Supreme Court's previous holding that our justice system is "an accusatorial and not an inquisitorial system."" r8 Justice Stevens then outlined the consequences of the majority's opinion. Noting that a lawyer contacted by the suspect's family may act on behalf of the suspect," 9 Justice Stevens concluded that the majority opinion sanctions the deception of a suspect. 1 20 Withholding information from the suspect, according to Justice Stevens, is justified by the majority because: Although the information would affect the client's assertion of his rights, the client's actions in ignorance of the availability of his attorney are voluntary, knowing, and intelligent; additionally, society's interest in apprehending, prosecuting, and punishing criminals outweighs the suspect's interest in information regarding his attorney's efforts to communicate with him. 12 '
Justice Stevens asserted that the majority's emphasis on the states' need to interrogate suspects is gained at the expense of losing "those liberties and rights" this nation gives to suspects "that distinguishes this society from most others."'
122
Justice Stevens then stated that the majority's conclusion ignored the Court's repeated concern about incommunicado custodial interrogation.
123 Justice Stevens contended, furthermore, that the police deception violated the American Bar Association's Standards for Criminal Justice 124 and "completely rejects an entire body of law on the subject."' 125 These cases,1 26 justice Stevens asserted, stand for the proposition that the "police may not interfere with communicatons between an attorney and the client whom they are questioning." ' 1 2 7 In the case at bar, Justice Stevens asserted that the majority "flatly rejects" this proposition.'
28
Justice Stevens then reiterated and added to the factual record concerning the respondent's incriminating statements 129 and concluded that "the failure to inform Burbine of the call from his attorney makes the subsequent waiver of his constitutional rights invalid."' 3 0 Justice Stevens reasoned that there is a presumption against the validity of waivers and that the heavy burden of proving a valid waiver of one's Miranda rights rests with the government. This heavy burden of proof, Justice Stevens maintained, should be measured on a case-by-case examination of the totality of the circumstances surrounding the waiver 13 2 with a strict presumption against the validity of a suspect's waiver. 13 3 Thus, according to the dissent, there should be a strict presumption against the validity of a statement such as Burbine's if the police "threatened, tricked, or cajoled" the suspect. 1 34 Justice Stevens asserted that the mistatements made by the police and the concealment of the fact that Burbine's sister had retained an attorney were indistinguishable from the "threats"or "trickery" referred to in Miranda.
3 5
Justice Stevens admonished the majority for making a false comparison. 1 3 6 The majority compared a suspect faced with the same circumstances as Burbine with "the same defendant... had a lawyer not telephoned the police station." 1 3 7 Justice Stevens asserted that Miranda requires an assessment of police conduct and of the weight the suspect gave to that conduct in making his decision to waive his constitutional rights. s 3 8 The appropriate comparison, stated Justice Stevens, "is between a suspect in Burbine's position and a suspect who is otherwise tricked and deceived into a waiver of his rights." 13 9
(1966)("Since the State is responsible for establishing the isolated circumstances under which the interrogation takes place and has the only means of making available corroborated evidence of warnings given during incommunicado interrogation, the burden is rightly on its shoulders");Johnson v. Zerbst, 304 U.S. 458, 464 (1938)(" 'courts indulge every reasonable presumption against waiver' of fundamental constituitonal rights and *. . we 'do not presume acquiescence in the loss of fundamental rights' ") (footnotes omitted). Id. at 1157 n.32 (Stevens, J., dissenting).
132 Id. at 1157 (Stevens,J., dissenting). Justice Stevens referred to Fare v. Michael C., 442 U.S. 707, 724-25 (1979); North Carolina v. Butler, 441 U.S. 369, 374-75 (1978)(per se rule is not acceptable; the question of waiver requires an examination of the particular facts and circumstances surrounding the case); Faretta v. California, 422 U.S. 806, 835 (1975)(must recognize that accused managed his own defense when determining whether his waiver was made "knowingly and intelligently"). 133 Moran, 106 S. Ct. at 1157 (Stevens, J., dissenting). Justice Stevens stated that Miranda and Edwards v. Arizona, 451 U.S. 477 (1981), established that if a suspect is not given certain warnings or:
if police initiate questioning after the defendant has invoked his right to counsel... the waiver is invalid as a matter of law even if evidence overwhelmingly establishes, as a matter of fact, that "a suspect's decision not to rely on his rights was uncoerced, that he at all times knew that he could stand mute and request a lawyer, and that he was aware of the state's intention to use his statement to secure a conviction. Moran, 106 S. Ct. at 1157 (Stevens, J., dissenting). Before concluding that Burbine's waiver was invalid, Justice Stevens questioned the majority's refusal to address the numerous state court decisions confronting similar types of police deception. 140 Justice Stevens suggested that the state courts, unlike the majority, "realized that attorney communication to the police about the client is an event that has a direct 'bearing' on the knowing and intelligent waiver of constitutional rights."' 14 1 Indeed, Justice Stevens reasoned, the police's action was "not simply a failure to provide 'useful' information; rather, it [was an] affirmative police interference in a communication between an attorney and a suspect."1 42 Such "affirmative" police behavior violated "settled principles about construing waivers of constitutional rights and about the need for strict presumptions in custodial interrogations, as well as a plain reading of the Miranda opinion itself."' 14 3
Justice Stevens then addressed the majority's alternative argument claiming that the careful "balance" of Miranda would be jeopardized by requiring the police to inform a suspect of his attorney's efforts to communicate with him. 144 Justice Stevens concluded that the majority's balancing approach was "misguided." 14 5 Justice Stevens conceded, however, that requiring the police to inform suspects of an attorney's communication would decrease the frequency of confessions. 146 The cost society incurs by decreasing the frequency of confessions is "the same cost that this Court has repeatedly found necessary to preserve the character of our free society and our rejection of an inquisitorial system."' 14 7
Justice Stevens maintained that "the assumed right of the police to interrogate a suspect is no right at all; at best, it is a mere privilege terminable at the will of the suspect.' 148 Justice Stevens suggested that when the majority referred to "costs" its apprehensions ception of Burbine himself." 1 5 7 Misleading attorney Munson and failing to inform Burbine of the attorney's communication, Justice Stevens maintained, was relevant in determining whether Burbine validly waived his Miranda rights, because these actions limited the protection to which Burbine was entitled. 158 Justice Stevens stated that such a conclusion is not inconsistent with Escobedo v. Illinois 1 59 where the Court held that the police cannot deny attorneys access to their incarcerated clients. 160 Finally, Justice Stevens ridiculed the majority for its cursory analysis of whether the facts exhibited a violation of Burbine's right to due process.' 6 ' He asserted that the Supreme Court has consistently held that under certain circumstances interrogation techniques will be condemned as offensive to the due process clause of the fourteenth amendment. 16 2 Justice Stevens concluded that the majority's analysis of due process was faulty because they applied a "shock the conscience" test 16 3 rather than focusing on whether the criminal justice system operated with fairness, integrity, and honesty. 164 These three elements of fairness, integrity and honesty, concluded Justice Stevens, were tarnished by the police's interference with communication between Burbine and his attorney and consequently revealed a violation of Burbine's right to due process. 387, 405 (1977) (the Court concluded that the suspect "had effectively asserted his right to counsel by having secured attorneys at both ends of an automobile trip, both of whom, acting as his agents, had made clear to the police that no interrogation was to occur during the journey"). Miranda, therefore, developed a prophylactic rule' 73 requiring an effective means of ensuring a suspect's right of access to counsel. While a prescribed set of warnings are a required prerequisite to a "voluntary," "knowing," and "intelligent" waiver, the Miranda Court noted that the examination of the validity of a waiver does not conclude there. 174 The final test, according to the Miranda Court, is whether "any evidence that the accused was threatened, tricked, or cajoled into a waiver will.., show the defendant did not voluntarily waive his privilege."
Justice O'Connor was incorrect for several reasons in concluding that attorney Munson's attempt to contact Burbine and the failure of the Cranston Police to inform Burbine of the attorney's attempt were unimportant in the consideration of whether Burbine knowingly relinquished his constitutional right. 176 As the American Bar Association stated in its amicus curiae brief:
[i]t will often be highly important to the arrested individual to know not only that he has a theoretical right to have some lawyer present at an indefinite time in the future but that a specific lawyer has already been retained for him by his family and is attempting to contact him.'
Knowledge that an attorney has advised the police not to question the suspect without his attorney present would better illustrate to a suspect the potential ramifications of an uncounseled waiver of his rights. Indeed, it is persuasive that the majority of states have declared that under facts similar to Moran, the information witheld by the police is considered "vital" and consequently the suspect's waiver of his right to counsel is not "voluntary," "knowing," and "intelligent." 1 7 8
Justice O'Connor admitted that knowing an attorney had contacted the police station on Burbine's behalf would have been useful to the respondent.' 7 9 She concluded, however, that the Constitu-tion does not require the police to provide a suspect with all of the useful information available for him to make a decision to waive his rights.1 8 0
While Justice O'Connor may have been justified in concluding that a suspect is not entitled to all information, Burbine merely wanted to avoid reckless misleading by the police.' 8 ' The police admittedly should not be required to provide all relevant information to an accused, but the police should not be permitted, as Moran allows, to withold, in a deceptive manner, crucial information. Such police created deception was a subtle method of compelling Burbine to act with an erroneous comprehension of the actual situation.' 8 2 As Justice Stevens urged, "trickery" or "cajolery" vitiates the requirements of a "voluntary," "knowing," and "intelligent" waiver.' 8 3 Consequently, there is no reason to distinguish between police deception and police omission given that both bear on the wisdom of a suspect's choice to waive counsel. 18 4 In addition, it is equally unpersuasive to argue, as Justice O'Connor did, that events that occur outside the interrogation are irrelevant. It may appear logical to conclude that the test of validity of a waiver is to examine whether an individual who waives his right to counsel without a friend or family member ever retaining counsel is any different from a suspect waiving his right to counsel without being told counsel has been retained. Both defendants have the same amount of information and both have the same right to exercise their right to counsel. Providing equal information, however, does not authorize discriminatory treatment by the police. Indeed, the Supreme Court of California recently refused to follow Moran, noting that "[t]he doctrine of equal protection is society's shield against discriminatory treatment by the authorities. It is not a sword with which the authorities may deprive the accused of his counsel's 180 Id.
181 Id. The ruling of the First Circuit stated: Deliberate or reckless misleading of an attorney, who has a legitimate, professionally ethical interest in a suspect in custody and who expresses to the police a desire to be present at any interrogation of the suspect, combined with a police failure to communicate that exchange to the suspect, is more than one factor in the calculus of waiver. This combination of circumstances clearly vitiates any claim that a waiver of counsel was knowing and voluntary. assistance." 185 Justice O'Connor's concern with vitiating the "ease" and "clarity" of Miranda's application is not a sufficient justification for her holding. 18 6 Furthermore, Justice O'Connor provided little justification for her conclusion that requiring the police to inform an arrestee of an attorney's efforts to communicate with him "would work a substantial and... inappropriate shift in the subtle balance struck in [the Miranda] decision."' ' 8 7 Clearly, a requirement that the suspect be informed of his attorney's communication would add some additional burden to the police. Justice O'Connor, however, feared that such a requirement would tarnish the "clarity" of Miranda or greatly off-set the balance provided by Miranda so as to make the burden on the police unwarranted.1 8 8 Such a fear is unfounded for several reasons.
First, the appellate court ruling was very narrow. The appellate court held that when an attorney-client relationship exists, the attorney and his client must not be affirmatively misled by the police.' 8 9 Thus, under the rationale of the appellate court, the police would simply be required to act honestly and responsibly toward the attorney and his accused client. Such a burden is not substantial. Many state courts have ruled in accordance with the appellate court. 190 In addition, the "clarity" of Miranda which Justice O'Connor referred to was misdirected. The clarity of Miranda is found in the set of warnings that must be given to suspects. As Justice Stevens stated, Miranda clarified a suspect's minimum rights in police custody. 19 ' When a suspect challenges the validity of a waiver, however, courts typically make a post hoc inquiry into the totality of the circumstances of the suspect's waiver to determine whether the waiver was "voluntary," "knowing," and "intelligent." 1 9 2 An exam-185 People v. Houston, 42 Cal. 3d 595, -, 724 P.2d 1166, 1176, 230 Cal. Rptr. 141, 151 (1986)(holding the police could not deny suspect opportunity to meet with his retained or appointed counsel who has taken steps to come to his aid before questioning begins or resumes, and defendant's confession was inadmissible where police thwarted his constitutional right of access to his lawyer by rebuffing retained counsel's efforts to see him and by failing to inform him that attorney was at police station seeking to consult with him 
Indeed, simply limiting an inquiry of the validity of a waiver to whether the Miranda warnings were given was rejected by the Supreme Court in Brown v. Illinois.' 9 7 In Brown, the Court refused to adopt the notion that the Miranda warnings were a "cure all" for any unconstitutional police misconduct. 19 8 In Moran, the majority was overly concerned with the potential difficulties that the police would confront in obtaining confessions. Justice O'Connor, unfortunately, has rebalanced the Miranda doctrine and provided the police with opportunities to abuse the interrogation process.
Justice O'Connor overemphasized the value of obtaining confessions at the expense of a suspect's rights. Justice Steven's dissent succinctly outlined Justice O'Connor's conclusion when he stated:
[i]f a lawyer is seen as a nettlesome obstacle to the pursuit of wrongdoers-as in an inquisitorial society-then the Court's decision today makes a good deal of sense. If a lawyer is seen as an aid to the understanding and protection of constitutional rights-as in an accusatorial society-then today's decision makes no sense at all. 199 
IV. CONCLUSION
In Moran v. Burbine, the United States Supreme Court refused to require that the police abstain from active or reckless deception and inform a suspect of his counsel's request to communicate with him. According to the Court, such a requirement is neither constitutionally validated nor wise given the adverse effect it would have on society's interest in obtaining voluntary admissions of guilt.
The majority emphasized the value of obtaining convictions and placed a lesser value upon preserving the accusatory system and constitutional liberties under the fifth amendment. Refusing to require the police to inform a suspect of his attorney's communication, while justified within a narrow interpretation of Miranda, thwarts its spirit by limiting the protection an arrestee may be pro-197 422 U.S. 590 (1975). 198 Id. at 602.
If Miranda warnings, by themselves, were held to attenuate the taint of an unconstitutional arrest, regardless of how wanton and purposeful the Fourth Amendment violation, the effect of the exclusionary rule would be substantially diluted.... Any incentive to avoid Fourth Amendment violations would be eviscerated by making the warnings, in effect, a "cure all," and the constitutional guarantee against unlawful searches and seizures could be said to be reduced to "a form of words." Id. at 602-03 (citations omitted).
199 Moran, 106 S. Ct. at 1166 (Stevens, J., dissenting).
